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Brutal, honest, street smart, sales and marketing advice with a contrarian spin and modern twist
like only Vegas Vince can deliver! If you're looking for warm and fuzzy, politically correct
marketing drivel--look elsewhere! Vegas Vince keeps it real and dishes real marketing advice in
the most informative, entertaining, provocative sales and marketing show on Blog Talk Radio.

Topics: sales, marketing, publicity, currency, free press, money, barter, arbitrage, copywriting,
business, entrepreneur, joint ventures, freelancing, real estate, consulting, expat, gold, ebay,
classified ad, contrarian, leverage, trade, reverse engineering, home business, diamonds, make
money, casino gambling, silver, professional gambling, vegas vince

1: Vegas Vince: Sales And Marketing Behind The 8-Ball!
2008-12-14

The debut of rouge marketer Vegas Vince!

And Blog Talk Radio will never be the same!

Hard hitting, controversial sales and marketing advice straight from the street.

Vegas Vince "tells it like it is"..and dishes the dirt on your favorite "gurus"-- while dropping the
bomb on what works and what doesn't!

This aint your momma's marketing show. Rated M...for Mature.

2: Selling Stuff People Want!
2008-12-16

Vegas Vince After Dark....How To Get Rich Selling Stuff People Want! Stop wasting your efforts
pimping drivel that you probably can't give a way for FREE! Vegas Vince lays the smack down
hard in another wise guy marketing 101 exclusive. Adults Only.

3: Vegas Vince Exposes Clickbanks Hottest Product...Forex Faps!
2008-12-18

Vegas Vince normally never recommends trying to push Click Bank products with massive
gravity....simply because the big marketing players will eat you'se people alive. However, the
current Forex Faps product...is a rare exception to the rule...as Vegas Vince, exposes the secret
behind why this product sells...who buys it...and why they buy it! More importantly, Vegas Vince



explains exactly how you can exploit this product for big profits...while under radar...and with little
competition! Another classic marketing 101 episode from the Wise Guy himself...Vegas Vince.

4: How To Pimp Slap The Tabloid Media...And Use Them For Fun And Profit.
2008-12-19

The first of several future shows on how to pimp, hijack, and exploit the tabloid media for fun,
fame, and big money! Vegas Vince doesn't pull punches when it comes to PR...or waste your
time with useless worn out theory! We continue to keep it real,fresh, and original.... on what is
quickly becoming the most popular sales and marketing blog talk radio in the house. This one is
adults only....xxx Vegas Vince style.

5: How To Exploit Paris Hilton And Get Free Press!
2008-12-20

A follow up on last night's awesome episode on celebrity hijacking and other ways to get free
press that the OTHER guys wont tell you! Vegas Vince continues to deliver the best sales and
marketing show on Blog Talk Radio.

6: Legends Vs. Losers.
2008-12-22

There's a fine line between being a legend....and a friggin' loooooser! Vegas Vince
Legend.....dishes the real deal on what it takes to thrive in the game of sales, marketing, and life.
Another classic episode that pulls no punches!

"Absolutely positively the best marketing show on blog talk radio.." Sarah Michaels St. Louis, MO

7: Offline Gold 101.
2008-12-27

Vegas Vince...sales & marketing's legendary wise guy--brings a completely original spin to the
offline consulting craze sweeping the internet marketing world. As always, Vince brings new
ideas, new vision, and this show is a must listen if you're thinking about offering online consutling
services to the offline business world. PART ONE: HOW TO SECURE A PAYING CLIENT ON A
SUNDAY AFTERNOON...WITHOUT COLD CALLING...AND WITHOUT LEAVING YOUR
HOUSE!

8: Offline Gold Part Part 1.5
2009-01-03



Vegas Vince is back! Due to a lot of questions you'se people had about part one of my Offline
Goldmine show on December 28th...I'm going to give you Offline Goldmine part 1.5 before
moving along to Part Two tomorrow night. If you are interested in marketing online services to
offline business....you better listen to all these shows because you wont hear the truth anywhere
else but here. Truth you can take to the bank.

9: Offline Gold Part 2 ...Showing Your Client The Money!
2009-01-05

HERE IT IS! PART 2 OF OFFLINE GOLDMINE! Vegas Vince...Sales and Marketing's legendary
quick-fix hitman shows you how to uncover the hidden gold in any business....BEFORE THEY
HIRE YOU! BEFORE THEY EVEN MEET YOU! WITHOUT ANNOYING COLDCALLING AND
ALL THE OTHER GARBAGE YOU'VE BEEN TAUGHT! Vegas Vince, consulting legend....is the
best in the world at what he does, because he continues to show clients...THE MONEY! And I do
it BEFORE I ask for the check!!! Listen as a true "WiseGuy" analyzes one of central Florida's
premiere dental implant companies....LIVE....on Blog Talk Radio's most popular sales and
marketing show--Vegas Vince: Sales & Marketing Behind The 8-Ball (Note: due to numerous
technical difficulties...we are redoing this show from scratch.)

10: Vegas Vince: My Warrior Forum Roast!
2009-01-11

This episode will probably set ratings records for Blog Talk Radio as Vegas Vince roasts his top
20 favorite Warriors from the famous Warrior Board. As an added bonus...Vinnie is going to take
out the trash too....and rip a few of you'se who've had it comin! To a certain Warrior who dissed
my friends and fans by calling them "morons"....I'm gonna lay the smack down on YOU, brother!
Another classic episode from the fastest growing sales and marketing show in Blog Talk Radio
history! Over 1000 listens in the past 72 hours and climbing!

11: Vegas Vince: The Legend Returns! Direct Marketing 101!
2009-01-14

Fresh off his epic performance a few nights ago.....the Wise Guy returns to Blog Talk Radio Live--
and as usual....the world will be tuning in! This show covers some of Vinnie's favorite direct
response marketing methods featuring real life examples of companies that have it down to a
science! Another Sales and Marketing Behind The 8-Ball classic... from the most popular,
competition crushing business show on Blog Talk Radio. There's Vince...and then there's
everybody else. True.

12: The Art Of Positioning.
2009-01-22



Vegas Vince. Legend. Marketing Wise Guy. Get ready for the ultimate Vegas Vince experience
because this show is 100% guaranteed to rock the house and change the way you market
yourself forever! Vegas Vince will show you how to easily master the art of positioning...so you
can become a superstar in any niche..even if you're a friggin' loser living at home with your
mommma! Vinnie also dishes the dirt on a big upcoming show....and talks about a certain sexy
internet marketer who he has the hots for. This show will prove once again why Vegas Vince:
Sales & Marketing Behind The 8-Ball is the only show that truly tells it like it is. Not the way
"you'se" always heard it should be! Don't miss this one!

13: Getting Rich With www.localbizbuilders.com And Other Offline Gold!
2009-01-25

Vegas Vince returns to his usual mean and nasty form-- and this is gonna be the mother of all
Offline Marketing shows as we welcome our FIRST BRAVE LIVE GUEST... the God Father of
www.localbizbuilders.com Keith Boisvert....a guy who actually goes out and "does it"... rather
then the "posers" who can only write about it. Oh yeah...I'm gonna smack the so-called
competition too! Another awesome can't miss show for any of you'se interested in making big
time money working with offline business! P.S. And the latest on Sylvia Rolfe!

14: Vegas Vince: I Aint No Whore!...Sales, Marketing, & Life 101!
2009-02-03

VegasVince returns to Blog Talk Radio and spills his guts about love, life, betrayal..and
redemption. Oh yeah...we also hit Sales and Marketing 101...straight from the streets of hard
knocks. Another legendary episode....from the heart and soul of the legendary Wise Guy
VegasVince....the man behind Blog Talk Radio's most controversial and consistently highest rated
sales and marketing show! Vegas Vince: Sales & Marketing Behind The 8-Ball. This is for
everyone who ever loved and lost....sold and got sold out...and found themselves again. The
most powerful VegasVince joint of them all. P.S. On a positive note....Vince gives at least 7
reasons why he LOVES SYLVIA ROLFE xxx

15: Vegas Vince: The World Is Mine! The Last Hurrah Tour.
2009-02-20

Vegas Vince returns to expose Blog Talk Radio's corrupt and bogus ratings system...responds to
listener mail...the arrival of Sylvia Rolfe... future shows that may or may not occur...and as
always.....lots of sales and marketing truth behind the 8-Ball. Catch Vegas Vince while you'se
people still can...cuz the Legend has grown tired of BTR and their BOGUS ratings system that
buries this show....while allowing other shows with far less listeners to flourish.... xxx Vegas Vince



16: Vegas Vince: Internet Marketing Guru Review! The Best And The Worst!
2009-03-08

The Legendary Vegas Vince returns to Blog Talk Radio and dishes the most brutally honest
internet marketing guru review ever done---LIVE, UNCUT, UNCENSORED! While the rest of
these warm and fuzzy, politically correct ass kissing BTR hosts tell you people what you want to
hear....Vegas Vince continues to tell it the WAY IT IS! This show will expose the good, the bad,
and the downright ugly regarding several well known internet marketers and those of you'se who
don't like the truth can sue me! Another controversial Sales And Marketing Episode From Behind
The 8-Ball!

17: Vegas Vince: Sales, Marketing, Love, Life.
2009-05-11

The Legend Vegas Vince returns to Blog Talk Radio....to resume the most cutting edge, original,
sales and marketing show in the history of BTR. Vince brings his loyal listeners up to date on his
life behind the 8-ball.....sales, marketing, love and life. If you're tired of the same tired, politically
correct drivel being pushed by other "safe" marketing shows....this is the one for you. Vegas
Vince: Sales And Marketing Behind The 8-Ball...often imitated...never duplicated!

18: How To Cash In On Cash For Gold!
2009-05-14

The legendary marketing wiseguy Vegas Vince continues where he left off on his last show....and
dishes the dirt on how anyone can make easy money cashing in on the cash for gold craze. As
always, this show comes with no upsell! Just straight information you can take to the bank from
the most brutally honest sales and marketing show in the history of BTR. Vegas Vince: Sales and
Marketing Behind The 8-Ball! Often imitated...never duplicated!

19: How To Use A Simple Classified Ad To Legally Loot, Rob, And Steal... Big Money!
2009-05-27

The Legendary Street Marketing WiseGuy-Vegas Vince returns with another fast money making
classic....that pulls no punches and delivers the knock out punch minus the upsells, drivel, and bs
these other BTR shows are pushing. This episode shows you how to bring back a long forgotten
old school marketing tactic....and use it to literally loot, rob, and steal from the basements and
attics of small town America...for fun and profit! No apologies will be coming from Vince....as he
once again delivers the type of information that no one else on BTR has the guts to discuss! If
you're looking for politically correct limp information of the warm and fuzzy variety...don't listen to
this show. If you're looking to make money...by any means necessary.....this is yet another can't
miss episode from Marketing's wiseguy. The most controversial, brutally honest show of it's
kind....and the Legend delivers once again!



20: The Art Of Buying Low And Selling High....Sales 101 From The Streets!
2009-06-01

"Buy low. Sell high." Vegas Vince shows you why this cliche remains the foundation of getting
rich....and why most of "you'se" are doing it ass backwards! The legendary sales and marketing
WiseGuy....exposes the secrets behind buying almost anything and reselling it for a
profit....without any guess work. Another street smart sales and marketing classic.....from behind
the 8-Ball. Vegas Vince.....the most brutally honest business show in the history of blog talk radio.
Adults Only!

21: Vegas Vince Welcomes eBay Legend... Kevin "Mr eBay" Johnson
2009-06-07

Vegas Vince....BLOG TALK RADIO'S most controversial Sales and Marketing "Wise Guy" of all
time...welcomes the legendary Ebay Powerseller KEVIN "MR. EBAY" JOHNSON...live, uncut,
uncensored and definitely...ADULTS ONLY! This will be another classic sales and marketing
episode from behind the 8-ball...hard hitting Ebay information delivered in a brown paper bag!

22: "The Flip Man"...real Estate Riches With No Cash, Credit, Or Clue!
2009-06-15

Another devestating Vegas Vince interview featuring the legendary real estate expert...THE FLIP
MAN!

WWW.THE-FLIP-MAN.COM WWW.JUNKERS101.COM

Tyrone Taylor aka THE FLIP MAN... dishes the inside dirt on how anyone can generate fat
checks wholesaling houses...fast and easy...with NO CASH, NO CREDIT, NO QUALIFYING,
AND NO FRIGGIN' CLUE!

THE FLIP MAN AINT YOUR DADDY'S REAL ESTATE GURU! This dude doesn't just talk the
talk....he actually DOES IT! AND HE CAN SHOW YOU HOW TO DO IT TOO!

THE FLIP MAN HAS GENERATED TENS OF THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS FLIPPING
PROPERTIES OVER THE PAST 5 YEARS...AND HE CONTINUES TO DO SO! SO CAN YOU!

Tune in and LISTEN LIVE...as THE FLIP MAN BREAKS ITS ALL DOWN! Another classic
episode that delivers the knock out punch....from Vegas Vince: Sales And Marketing Behind The
8-Ball.

23: Vegas Vince Welcomes Legendary Marketer: Kevin Riley!
2009-06-28



Vegas Vince welcomes Legendary Internet Marketer Kevin Riley to the house--LIVE---from
Osaka, Japan....and Blog Talk Radio will never be the same! Kevin Riley....is the only dude out
there who is more screwed up in the head then your favorite host: Vegas Vince! BUT THE DUDE
IS RICH..SO HE CAN AFFORD TO BE NUTS! Just GOOGLE search KEVIN RILEY and you'll
understand what I'm talking about! A ONCE IN A LIFETIME OPPORTUNITY TO CATCH TWO
OF MARKETING'S MOST POLITICALLY INCORRECT WISE GUYS....AS THEY DISH THE
DIRT ON SALES, MARKETING, LOVE, LUST, HOT CHICKS, HAMPSTERS, SYLVIA ROLFE,
THE YAKUZA MAFIA...AND OTHER LIFE EXPERIENCES FROM BEHIND THE 8-BALL! XXX 4
Adults Only! Check Kevin Riley's cool stuff out at http://productcreationlabs.com/ and make sure
to tune in for another VEGAS VINCE Sales and Marketing 8-Ball classic that will take name but
never kiss ass!

24: Liberation 101... Get Rich Exploiting Barter!
2009-07-02

HERE IT IS...THE COMPLETE RUN DOWN OF THE UPCOMING LIBERATION 101 WARRIOR
FORUM WORKSHOP...BROUGHT TO YOU BY VEGAS VINCE AND SYLVIA ROLFE BY WAY
OF THE WORLD FAMOUS WARRIOR FORUM! THIS UPCOMING SHOW WILL COVER THE
DETAILS OF LIBERATION 101...AND WHAT YOU WILL BE GETTING! VEGAS VINCE
PERSONALLY HIJACKS THE BARTER INDUSTRY FOR THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS EACH
MONTH...AND SO CAN YOU! SO LISTEN....GET EXCITED...AND REGISTER TODAY! CUZ
THIS AINT YOUR DADDY'S WORKSHOP! THIS IS THE VERY BEST FROM THE HEART AND
SOUL OF LEGENDARY MARKETING WISEGUY--VEGAS VINCE! http://www.BarterIsBest.Com

25: Liberation 101.....Live Call In! Members Only!
2009-07-20

The legendary Vegas Vince and the lovely Canadian Diva: Sylvia Rolfe...take questions and
comments from Liberation 101 members...LIVE!

26: Liberation 101! Barter Riches! Plus: James J Jones & Perry Belcher!
2009-08-03

Vegas Vince back in the house for all Warrior Forum Liberation 101 members....with more tips,
tricks, and ideas from the Wise Guy regarding the barter industry. Vinnie also dishes the dirt on
two legendary marketers....James J Jones and Perry Pelcher!

27: Barter Arbitrage Unleashed!
2009-08-16



Vegas Vince and Sylvia Rolfe break down the most anticipated, groundbreaking product ever
released----regarding the billion dollar barter industry. For the first time ever, learn how anyone
can exploit this secret industry for big profits!

28: Vegas Vince Welcomes Legendary Marketer James J. Jones!
2009-08-17

You peeps asked for HIM...and Vegas Vince is happy to deliver: By Popular Demand: The Wise
Guy welcomes internet marketing legend--JAMES J JONES....LIVE...UNCUT....AND
UNPLUGGED! Another "Sales and Marketing Behind The 8-Ball Classic"... featuring the creator
of MICRO NICHE FINDER! www.micronichefinder.com

29: Barter Is Best Case Study 1
2009-09-27

Vegas Vince And Sylvia Rolfe discuss new Barter Case Study. Learn how to buy high, sell
low...and still bank money using the power and leverage of BARTER....like you've never heard it
before! http://barterisbest.com

30: Barter Is Best Case Study 2
2009-09-29

Vegas Vince interviews successful barter student, Nick Hampshire in regards to various ways to
maximize the leverage and power of barter! BarterIsBest.Com

31: Barter Secrets Overview
2009-10-04

Vegas Vince breaks down the highly anticipated Barter Secrets launch. Please go to
www.BarterIsBest.Com for more powerful, free case studies and learn how to "buy high, sell
low....and still bank big profits!"

32: Barter Arbitrage...Bartering Closeouts For Millions!
2009-11-12

Another powerful case study from Vegas Vince showing the power of exploiting the Barter
industry....like no one else has ever done before. This case study is for you "players" looking to
use barter for the "big score" type of deals. For more information on BARTER
ARBITRAGE....simply go to www.BarterIsBest.Com for a treasure chest of FREE CONTENT that
exposes a billion dollar industry and how you can profit from it! BARTER ARBITRAGE WILL GO



LIVE SOON.....AND I LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING WITH ALL OF YOU ONE ON ONE!
Vegas Vince www.BarterIsBest.Com

33: Vegas Vince: Reveals The Billion Dollar Barter Conspiracy
2009-11-25

Vegas Vince blows the lid off the multi billion dollar Barter Industry conspiracy....and reveals why
the barter industry does NOT want him to launch the upcoming Barter Arbitrage product. Another
uncut, powerful case study that blows the lid off the Barter Industry as only Vegas Vince can!
Learn how to exploit this secret billion dollar industry now! Go to www.BarterIsBest.Com for more
awesome free content..and get ready! BARTER ARBITRAGE LAUNCHES SOON.

34: Barter Arbitrage: Vegas Vince & Sylvia Rolfe
2009-12-08

Barter Legend Vegas Vince welcomes Sylvia Rolfe...North America's number one trade director
in organized barter--to the house! A revealing, powerful, behind the scenes look at why a great
broker can make or break your barter profits! Go to www.BarterIsBest.Com and start getting in
the game now!

35: Vegas Vince: Christmas Behind The 8-Ball.
2009-12-19

PEEPS WE WILL BE GOING LIVE AT 1:30AM EAST COAST TIME, FLORIDA USA.
Marketing Wise Guy Vegas Vince....live, uncut, uncensored.....unleashes his most honest,
powerful, life changing episode ever. ABSOLUTELY, POSITIVELY A MUST LISTEN SHOW. This
is gonna go down as my legacy show peeps.....this is the one I want to be remembered by....the
one you tell your kids about some day. xxx

36: Vegas Vince: Requiem For A Salesman
2010-01-04

Marketing Wiseguy Vegas Vince returns with another Sales and Marketing Behind the 8-Ball
classic that will change the way you do business and look at life! This show is all about what it
takes to become a Legend....being the best in the world at what you do. Fresh off his epic
Christmas Behind The 8-Ball Episode....Vegas Vince returns to Blog Talk Radio and delivers his
"A Game" all over again. The sales and marketing show that set the standard on btr...delivers the
knock out punch one more time. STOP THE PRESS: Vince and Jim Straw???

37: Vegas Vince Presents: Steven Wagenheim Unplugged!



2010-01-10

Marketing Wise Guy Vegas Vince takes off the gloves and takes on the always controversial
Warrior-Steve Waggs Wagenheim! LIVE, UNCUT, UNCENSORED...and UNPLUGGED! And
Vince breaks out the TOUGH QUESTIONS. Another classic episode from Sales and Marketing
Behind The 8-Ball...the show that set the standard on BTR. STOP THE PRESS: VEGAS VINCE
WILL ALSO CALL OUT MARKETER RYAN DEISS FOR ONE OF THE SLIMIEST EMAILS EVER
SENT. I'M CALLING THIS SCUM BAG OUT IN FRONT OF THE WORLD!

38: Vegas Vince Welcomes The Angry Article Marketer.
2010-02-14

Vegas Vince welcomes "The Angry Article Marketer" Mr. Clay Tipton to the house in another must
listen, Behind The 8-Ball classic.

Article Marketer, Niche Hunter, Sportsman, and Patriot.

Clay Tipton is a srtuggling article marketer frustrated by his lack of success.

Clay Tipton is angry.

Angry at life, Google, Pay Pal, and Barack Obama...just to name a few. Clay Tipton, the angry
article marketer-- is LIVE.. and ready to rumble with Vegas Vince.

Tune in live, as Vegas Vince takes on the most bitter man in the history of marketing...in another
live, uncut, adults only, Valentines Day epic!

39: Vegas Vince Welcomes The King Of The Boiler Room.
2010-02-21

Vegas Vince welcomes legendary salesman Frank DiBono to the house... in the most
controversial Behind The 8-Ball episode ever!

Frank DiBono was also the inspiration for the Alec Baldwin character in the classic sales film--
GLENGARY GLEN ROSS...and served as a consultant for the movie BOILER ROOM.

The late great copywriter Gary C. Halbert once called DiBono-- "the greatest...most frightening
direct phone closer he'd ever seen..."

Brooklyn born Frank "Frankie" DiBono has sold nearly $25,000,000 worth of goods and services
in a career that has spanned nearly 20 years.

For the first time ever, the KING OF THE BOILER ROOM reveals all, in his first public interview
ever. Frankie DiBono is LIVE, UNCUT, AND BRUTALLY HONEST!

THIS EPISODE IS DEFINITELY RATED XXX FOR ADULTS ONLY!



Vegas Vince and Frankie DiBono rock the house in the a Sales and Marketing Behind The 8-Ball
classic they will be talking about for a long time.

40: "Barter Arbitrage" Vegas Vince Student Call In Show: Live!
2010-03-21

Barter Arbitrage goes live....and Vegas Vince welcomes students from around the world..live,
uncut, and as always...forever young! http://www.BarterArbitrage.com

41: Barter Arbitrage
2010-04-18

Barter Arbitrage

42: Vegas Vince And Sylvia Rolfe Live XXX
2010-05-02

Vegas Vince and Sylvia Rolfe behind the 8-Ball talking about life, love, and sex calenders. Oh
yeah...and sales and marketing too!

43: Glenn Osborn NLP Mind Control?
2010-06-20

Glenn Osborn Hypnotic NLP Control?

What the world is coming to....Another Vegas Vince Production: LIVE, UNCUT, AND SECRET
OR SCARY?

Glenn Osborn. NLP MASTER OF THE UNIVERSE.

Fact or Fiction? You decide. And you will of course.

Glenn

will

Reveal

The SECRET of 17....

Covert rabbit holes and how U can make Alice In Wonderland bounce at your command.....while
her favorite bartender buys YOU a free drink???



Can U RELATE?

Yes.

yoU Can.

CONTROVERSIAL EPISODE THAT WILL SCREW OR UNSCREW YOUR MIND. YOU HAVE
BEEN WARNED. XXX VINCE

44: James J Jones & Vegas Vince: Notorious Sales And Marketing!
2010-06-27

James J Jones is back in the house! Legendary internet marketer, professional gambler, and
creator of Micro Niche Finder...James J Jones returns to Vinny Land in the prediction show of a
life time. LIVE, UNCUT, AND NOTHING UNDER THE RADAR! James J Jones will reveals his
top predictions regarding the life and death of sales, marketing, and what ever the hell else
Vegas Vince can drag out of him. NOTE: JAMES J JONES HAS A DOCUMENTED 92%
ACCURACY RATE...AND THIS SHOW MIGHT SCARE THE HELL OUT OF SOME OF YOU'SE
MARKETERS! The bomb shells fall heavy and hard....as Vegas Vince brings his A game...and
James J Jones delivers the gloom or the doom on the state of internet marketing..and the future
of French Canadians! DO NOT MISS THIS ONE!

45: Flat Free Tire Profits!
2010-07-25

Amazing "Flat Free" product actually stops flat tires and dangerous blowouts AS they happen.
"Vegas Vince" welcomes FLAT FREE Company President Miguel Diaz.....to discuss why Vegas
Vince believes FLAT FREE might just be the best business opportunity of the year. It's now in 65
countries, but North America is wide open! No hype, no BS, this made in the USA "million dollar
baby" is the real deal. Another Classic VegasVince Sales and Marketing Behind the 8-Ball
episode....that every entrepreneur, industry distributor, or consumer--can take to the bank! FLAT
FREE CAN SAVE LIVES...AND MAKE YOU RICH! Learn how and why...LIVE...Sunday 7/25/
8:30 pm east coast time.

46: Derrick Ali : Bad Assery Marketing 101
2010-08-08

Vegas Vince welcomes marketing BadAss Derrick Ali to the house in marketing's version of the
Rumble in the Jungle. This show aint for the politically correct, or the average victim who believes
in recessions......This show is rated P for Players only. Another VegasVince Sales and Marketing
Behind The 8-Ball Classic!



47: James J Jones Google Penetration Product Exposed!
2010-08-19

JAMES J JONES GOOGLE PENETRATION PRODUCT EXPOSED!

The legendary James J Jones is actually being used as a live case study to validate one of the
most devastating methods of getting first page Google Rankings ever revealed..and this
GOOGLE PENETRATION PRODUCT rocks!

Even if you a complete techno dumb ass......James J Jones and Vegas Vince reveal the secrets
behind a covert method that is stupid simple, and not only creates first page google rankings in
as little as 12 minutes.....but quality rankings that stick...and an idiot can do this! No software, no
article writing, no seo, just a simple but deadly technique that is tested and proven.

What would you do if you knew that you could get almost any person or product ranked on the
first page of Google in less then 24 hours without any software, article writing, or other gimmicks?

Another Sales and Marketing behind the 8-Ball Classic with MicroNicheFinder JAMES J JONES
and VEGAS VINCE!

48: Derrick Ali : Marketing Magic!
2010-09-06

Derrick Ali, Marketing's Magic Man returns to Vinny Land due to popular demand. Derrick Ali is
bringing his marketing magic wand, due to popular demand! Derrick Ali returns to unleash some
of the most original, cutting edge, sales and marketing strategies ever revealed. Vegas Vince and
Derrick Ali...the rematch you don't want to miss. Another Sales and Marketing Behind the 8-Ball
classic! Live September 6th 8pm east coast time.....be there!

49: Kathleen & Erin Harrison Sexy Real Estate Investing 101
2010-09-13

Kathleen & Erin Harrison, of Sandpiper Financial Group bring their real estate investing smarts
and blonde ambitions to Vinny Land....Live, Uncut, Stripped and Beautiful. One of the nations top
Mother Daughter Investing Duos....Piper Babes Kathleen and Erin dish the dirt... and reveal
some of the best kept secrets for taking advantage of this "so-called recession." One of the most
anticipated Vegas Vince Behind The 8-Ball Episodes ever! LIVE MONDAY SEPT 13 8PM EAST
COAST TIME. Controversial and Bad Ass....as always!

50: James J Jones Electrocuted?
2010-09-30

In the wake of the recent electrocution of MicroNicheFinder creator James J Jones....Vegas
Vince has invited the marketing legend back to Vinny Land to discuss his near death experience



along with sales, marketing, and ways we can spin the Jones tragedy into gold. The electric dog
fence niche is literally booming and James J Jones is gonna drop the bomb on how you can
exploit this growing micro niche of hungry buyers looking to keep the family dog in and the bad
guys out. Another classic Vegas Vince Sales and Marketing Behind The 8-Ball
Classic.....Thursday September 30th 9pm. East Coast time.

51: Contrarian Marketing Secrets!
2010-10-17

Contrarian marketing, sales, and investing isn't just a specific strategy, it's a mind set that 95% of
the population will never grasp. The ultimate contrarian realizes the masses are programmed
lemmings". Mindless sheep who follow the "Jones Family" off the cliff. For over a century some of
the most powerful people in history have quietly used contrarian methods to achieve fame and
fortune while the sheep follow each other off to slaughter. For the small minority with the courage
to walk the road less traveled, this episode is going to change your life. Vegas Vince returns to
his roots and breaks down the secrets behind contrarian street methods you can use to change
your life today. This is the type of hard hitting controversial material Vegas Vince parlayed into the
hardest hitting BTR marketing show of all time..and he's BACK! Learn specific contrarian
marketing secrets that range from investing, marketing, sales, beating the NFL point spread---to
dating adult film stars and making more money then you ever dreamed--simply by going against
the "herd". One of the most powerful, honest, controversial, hard hitting Vegas Vince episodes
ever....and this episode will go down as an instant classic...for the 5% of you who march to your
own beat. YOU are who I do this show for. xxx Vegas Vince

52: Glenn Osborn: Contrarian NLP Mind Control Marketing Secrets
2010-10-31

NLP expert Glenn Osborn returns to Vinny Land by popular demand, and the contrarian NLP,
Mind Control Marketing Legend comes back to reveal and expose some of the most twisted,
controversial and outside the box money making strategies ever! Glenn Osborn, a puppet master
of the mind, who knows all the strings to pull....will show you how to suck money down the Alice
IN Wonder Land rabbit hole with techniques *YOU* will not find elsewhere. Absolutely positively
the most fascinating, twisted and bent spin on NLP Mind Control Cash Generation Methods ever
revealed. Glenn Osborn and Vegas Vince LIVE, "UNCUT", UNCENSORED...on Halloween night.
That's SCARY! 9pm East Coast Time. Another Behind The 8-Ball classic. xxx

53: Referee Laurence Cole Boxing Corruption Exposed
2010-11-22

Laurence Cole is a boxing referee widely regarded as among the most incompetent, corrupt
boxing officials in the fight game today. The "sweet science" known as boxing turns bitter as
Vegas Vince exposes the corruption and conflict of Laurence Cole and his father Dickie Cole who



deal a crooked game of boxing in Texas off the bottom of the deck. Vegas Vince exposes
Laurence Cole and his dirty deeds including his insurance agency conflict of interest, his father
Dickie Cole, HBO Boxing's involvement, and of course the famous 2006 fight in which Laurence
Cole was caught on tape telling a fighter "you're ahead on the score cards..." That's called Fight
Fixing..and Laurence Cole, HBO Boxing, Golden Boy Oscar, and you cowards who call
yourselves boxing journalists....deserve this show. Because you so-called boxing "journalists"
and many of you BTR boxing show hosts are cowards! And sell outs! You're afraid to report the
truth cuz you might lose access to interviews or HBO boxing press passes! True. Laurence Cole
gets exposed because boxing fans deserve the truth. peace, Vegas Vince

54: Jaime Mintun Marketing's Soul Survivor Reveals All
2010-11-28

Jaime Mintun is a world renowned marketing consultant who reached the top of the world the
hard way. Broke, Homeless and then some, Jaime Mintun made it against all odds. FOR THE
FIRST TIME EVER...JAIME REVEALS IT ALL in this VEGAS VINCE exclusive. A story of pain,
suffering, and ultimately...peace, freedom and redemption. From victim to victor, Jaime Mintun
became a million dollar baby who survived the worst life had to offer and spun it into gold. The
most empowering, inspiring, story of triumph against all odds you will ever hear. Dedicated to all
of you who reside in dark places looking for the light...Vegas Vince proudly presents the brilliant
and beautiful Jaime Mintun, Live, Uncut, and from the soul. This episode will change the way you
look at your own reflection..and this woman's journey is required listening for all dreamers,
entrepreneurs, and those imprisoned behind bars of their own creation...holding you hostage.
Break Free Now! LIVE 9PM EAST COAST TIME....Jaime Mintun and Vegas Vince in this
empowering epic the marketing world is coming to...the show I had to do. xxx Vegas Vince

55: PayPal Is A Scam!
2011-01-03

PayPal is not only a scam, it may very well be engaging in illegal activity via the millions of dollars
generated in "interest" earned from "frozen accounts." Money often frozen for no reason. Money
that PayPal generates interest on--but does NOT return to honest marketers 180 days later. We
hope the IRS is listening to this rescheduled episode as Vegas Vince exposes the Skim Scam
Interest Fraud PayPal engages in on a daily basis. This episode along with the videos on my
main blog should scare you paypal lovers to death. Think it can't happen to you? Get off your
knees human race....PayPal screws and robs far more honest people then it does "crooks." We
expose the game live and uncut despite threats from PayPal and those claiming to represent
them.

56: Vegas Vince: Reverse Engineering For Profit
2011-01-24



Reverse Engineering? This is a strange title and a strange show...but as usual, Vegas Vince
brings a bad ass spin that will open the minds of YOU marketers and show YOU how to easily
exploit hidden opportunities to make big money via the art of reverse engineering. As usual
Vince's personal life is in shambles but he'll hide nothing in another classic Sales and Marketing
Behind The 8-Ball Classic.

57: Glenn Osborn NLP Seduction Techniques
2011-01-30

Glenn Osborn, twisted, bent, brilliant will bring his awesome NLP SEDUCTION METHODS to
Vinnie Land. LIVE AND UNCUT AND ADULTS ONLY. YOU GUYS WILL SCORE AFTER THIS
SHOW...AS THIS AINT A CHICK FLICK LOL. Wanna learn how a master seduces women? This
is for you! Another classic sales and marketing seduction special from Glenn Osborn who returns
down the rabbit hole for the third time with Vegas Vince.... as he dishes his special blend of NLP
seduction methods for picking up beautiful women.

58: Ron Douglas Free Press Publicity King Reveals All
2011-02-13

Ron Douglas, Publicity King times 100... is widely considered the most brilliant media savvy
marketer on the planet and learn how this former ebook writer generated nearly 6 million dollars
in FREE PRESS and became a multiple NY Times Best Selling author via exploiting the media.
This powerful episode is required listening for all marketers... and Ron Douglas reveals secrets
you wont find on other shows or text books. It took me nearly 2 years to get this guy booked... so
get ready for another Sales & Marketing Behind The 8-Ball epic. The media will make you rich
and famous.....but only if you know how the game is played. Ron Douglas knows the game better
then anyone and has appeared on the Home Shopping Network an incredible 5 times along with
numerous other big time media outlets including NBC and Fox. This dude is the baddest man on
the planet in terms of FREE PRESS RICHES and he reveals his secrets in this very RARE
interview. LIVE, UNCUT, 8PM EAST COAST TIME. SUNDAY 8PM PRIME TIME, BABY. BE
THERE! XXX VEGAS VINCE

59: Jason Fladlien Internet Marketing Product Creation
2011-02-20

Jason Fladlien is one the more interesting and successful internet marketers out there and one of
the few Vegas Vince would bother to book. In another Sales and Marketing Behind the 8-Ball
classic...Jason Fladlien breaks down how he has quickly built an online empire cranking out easy
to create products and getting them into the market fast! If you have ever dreamed of "living the
dream" and making your full time living online this is your show. Jason Fladlien breaks down all
his tips, tricks and most powerful strategies to get you in the game now! LIVE, UNCUT,



DELIVERED IN A BROWN PAPER BAG...Vegas Vince continues his domination of MARKETING
on BTR. Players only. peace, xxx

60: Sexy Viral Video Marketing Gone Wild!
2011-03-13

Vegas Vince and his customized Viral Video Intros are quickly becoming the talk of the marketing
world. If you want beautiful girls promoting your site, offer, band, project or whatever u can dream
up---customized and personalized just for YOU... then you need VIRAL VIDEO INTROS! Filmed,
produced, and directed by the twisted mind of Vegas Vince featuring some of his sexiest chicks
promoting YOU. Forget those over priced computer generated templates-- yawn! Vegas Vince is
going to deliver the mother of all Viral Video Intro services to 100 lucky peeps. This show is
required listening for all marketers looking for a major edge whether u are male or female. PRIME
TIME SUNDAY AS ALWAYS! 9PM EAST COAST TIME AND ADULTS ONLY. OPT IN NOW AT
WWW.VIRAL VIDEO INTROS . COM AND CHECK OUT SOME CHEESEY , FUN, SEXY STUFF
AND WE WONT BANG U WITH EMAILS....NOT MY STYLE. Check out my blog as well. See u
Sunday and the world goes Viral Vinnie Style! You create the dream...we film it. And Fast...for a
lot less then anybody else...believe it! peace, VV p.s. THE SERVER CRASHED ON THE
ORIGINAL AIRING...SO THANKS BTR!! UGGGGG. REDOING SHOW AT 11PM TONIGHT.

NOTE; AS EXPECTED WE SOLD OUT ALL 150 INITIAL VIDEOS. 2. THIS IS ONE OF THE
BADDEST ASS SPINS ON SOCIAL MEDIA U WILL EVER GET. ALREADY A CLASSIC. XXX

61: Sylvia Rolfe Exposes Guzoo Roadside Animal Concentration Camps!
2011-04-03

Vegas Vince welcomes SYLVIA ROLFE in his first ever episode in the PETS CATEGORY. If you
love your pet or animals, YOU must tune in to this episode because we have to put an end to this
barbaric- yet sanctioned treatment of animals that makes my stomach churn. Sylvia Rolfe
recently broke the story in Calgary Canada re: the GUZOO ANIMAL FARM in Calgary...a horrific
yet sanctioned roadside zoos aka animal concentration camp sanctioned by Canadian laws
written in the1800's! Although this problem exists in Canada, they exist quietly right here in the
USA and many of you have no clue. PLEASE! EVERYONE WHO HAS A PET OR JUST PLAIN
COMMON DECENCY FOR LIFE...TUNE IN AND TAKE A STAND. Through the power of the
media and shows like mine...we can do what Sylvia has done...one voice that exposed some of
the most horrific treatment of animals for profit you probably never heard of. EVERY BTR HOST
IN THIS CATEGORY TUNE IN...AND USE YOUR POWER TO PUT A STOP TO ANIMAL
CRUELTY TIMES 10...and Vegas Vince will share tips with Sylvia that will grab media
attention...and put a stop to this. Thank you. This show is that important. Please tune in. It's
disgusting, disgraceful and downright horrifying...what is going on right in front of us. Let's end it
NOW. Roadside zoos exist all over North America. Unfortunately...many of you are not even
aware of them. It's time you wake up and make sure these "zoos" are eliminated for good...and
put an end to what amounts to animal concentration camps for real. xxx vegas vince



62: JF Jim Straw Marketing Legend Live In Vinny Land!
2011-07-05

JF Jim Straw in his first extensive interview in nearly a decade....joins Vegas Vince for an epic
episode from a gentleman and marketer who has earned in excess of $400,000,000 in a career
that has spanned nearly 5 glorious decades.

Considered a mentor to almost every major internet marketer who is anybody....Jim Straw is truly
the last of the mohicans and this is a show that nobody ever thought I could pull off-- as Jim
simply does NOT do interviews.

Tuesday July 5th ,2011 the most respected man on the internet arrives in Vinnie Land and if you
miss this one you're friggin crazy.

How often do you ever get a marketer so respected, so successful and with the longevity and
legacy of a Jim Straw?

I am honored and humbled... and everyone who aspires to learn the secrets of being the very
best in the world at what you do in terms of marketing needs to tune into this once in a life time
opportunity to listen to one of the true giants of the sales and marketing industry.....the one, the
only, JF JIM STRAW AND THIS ONE IS 100% LEGENDARY.

Check out Jim's "ugly website" ... at www.BusinessLyceum.com and ugly as the haters say it
is.......I can tell you this man and his "ugly website" makes more money in a month then most
marketer/posers make in a year.

His FREE LIST alone is required reading and nearly half a billion in sales and  what else can I
say?

Eat your hearts out "haters." And a special gift to all my hardcore listeners.  WE GO LIVE AT 7:30
PM EAST COAST TIME TUESDAY JULY 5TH...AND THIS IS WHAT THE MARKETING WORLD
IS COMING TO.

xxx Vegas Vince
Viral Video Intros

63: Miss Jaime Mintun: Dare-2-Rise! Life, Love And Prosperity.
2011-10-23

Jaime Mintun and Vegas Vince together ONE LAST TIME.

LIVE, UNCUT UNCENSORED....AS WE DISCUSS HER LATEST AND GREATEST PROJECTS
and why this beautiful marketer is not only the real deal, but univerally beloved by her
peers....including yours truly."

(Yeah even Vinnie has a crush on this girl :)



THIS WILL BE THE FINAL LIVE INTERVIEW I DO ON THE SHOW THAT SET THE STANDARD
FOR SALES AND MARKETING ON BLOG TALK RADIO.

SALES & MARKETING BEHIND THE 8-BALL

IT IS THE ONE SHOW  OUT OF THE 100 PLUS EPISODES I'VE DONE OVER 3 GLORIOUS
YEARS THAT IS REQUIRED LISTENING....because it lays out the foundation required for
success taught by someone who much like me didn't get dealt the best hand of cards....or silver
spoon etc.

over 1000 peeps showed up for our initial NUMBER ONE RATED interview which Vinnie here
botched. iT WAS A DIFFICULT SHOW FOR ME BUT NO EXCUSES THIS TIME.

i assure that this will be different.  THIS WILL BE LEGENDARY!

Whether you need more joy, money, or love....DARE 2 RISE WILL CHANGE YOUR
LIFE......because nobody is MORE GENUINE THEN JAIME MINTUN.

NO THEORY. THIS GIRL HAS BEEN THERE DONE THAT.

LIVE 8PM EAST COAST TIME NOTHING TO DOWNLOAD. SUNDAY OCTOBER 23RD. TUNE
IN EVEN IF U ARE A VEGAS VINCE HATER CUZ TRUST ME THIS GIRL'S SPIRIT IS IN TACT.

AND THIS A ONCE IN A LIFE TIME SHOT TO GET THE REAL DEAL re: JAIME MINTUN ONE
OF A VERY FEW GIRLS VINNIE LOVES.

JAIME AND I TRULY APPRECIATE U ALL.  MAY U LIVE 2 SEE THE DAWN. MAY ALL YOUR
DREAMS COME TRUE.  MAY U ALWAYS REMAIN FOREVER YOUNG

XXX

64: Vegas Vince: My Return To BTR and the House I built!
2012-07-11

After 3 glorious years of dominating the Marketing Category on BTR and dealing with their
"politics" , removal of the blog feature and other issues with my health. I ended the show that set
the standard on Blog Talk Radio.

Number one hit after number one hit.....and while I've been away several months due to health
issues.....the time has come to return for a tune up fight to let me know if I can still bring on the
baddesst ass marketing show in this joint.

It's been a long time, Peeps.   So before I go prime time I'm doing this special 30 minute tune up
fight before taking on the pretenders who are sitting in my throne on BTR.

Daddy's back. ....and If I can suck it up and bring the magic back.....that radiation and kimo hasn't
sucked out of my body....look out!  My show set the friggin' standard for marketing excellence and
otherwise bad-assery. Pretenders step aside.



xxx Vegas Vince

SO TO A SELECT FEW OF YOU'SE.....JOIN ME LIVE TOMMOROW WED JULY  11TH.  11:30
East Coast Time, USA

DEDICATED TO THE MEMORY OF SYLVIA ROLFE. WHOM INSPIRED ME TO KEEP THE
SHOW GOING. XOXOXOXO

65: MARKETING SEX! Interview With Adult Film Star DANI NIXX
2012-08-16

Lets talk about SEXXX baby.....let's talk about u and me....

LIVE 3PM EAST COAST TIME AUGUST 16TH!

www.DaniNixx.com

Who else but the legendary Vegas Vince could spin a former adult film star star into marketing
101? Aint nobody BAD like me and LIVE AT 3PM East Coast Time.....Vinny welcome former adult
film star Miss Dani Nixx to Vinny Land and nothing is out of bounds. Tired of the same ol'
 MARKETING drivel? Catch the show that dominated BTR and the marketing categoryfor 3 plus
GLORIOUS YEARS. Vegas Vince and Dani Nixx LIVE in a brown paper bag-- too hot for BTR
and this one is gonna be a legendary Sales and Marketing Behind the 8-Ball epic ADULTS ONLY
PLEASE. xxx Vegas Vince "Stay Legendary."

66: How To Crush Youtube For Big Profits
2012-09-10

VEGAS VINCE UNLEASHES THE MOST POWERFUL YOUTUBE STRATEGY EVER AND
TEACHES YOU HOW TO CLOSE CLIENTS WITHOUT A SINGLE COLD CALL AND WITHOUT
THEM EVEN KNOWING WHAT YOU ARE DOING.

CONFUSED?

Vinnie has perfected a way to rank any business on page one of GOOGLE faster then a back
seat prom date. He will lay out the foundation for his greatest challenge ever: an upcoming LIVE
webinar where he will let the AUDIENCE PICK OUT A RANDOM BIZ AND CITY AND STATE.

Vince will film a video DURING the webinar and upload it to YouTube... and do what NO ONE
has ever had the guts to do. Rank the viewers choice on PAGE ONE OF GOOGLE DURING THE
WEBINAR.

NO WINGS, STRINGS, OR CAMERA TRICKS....JUST BAD-ASSERY.

Another badass, value packed hour from Sales and Marketing Behind the 8-Ball which continues
to pack 'em in.



LIVE MONDAY AT 7PM EAST COAST TIME.

67: Jason Moffatt Marketing's Rogue Enigma Uncut!
2012-09-17

HE'S BAAAAACK. After appearing on Sales & Marketing Behind the 8-ball over 2 years ago, a lot
has changed in the life of the always dynamic, compelling, and controversial Jason "The Profit"
Moffatt.

CHECK OUT THE VIDEO BELOW ON JASON'S LIFE.

http://www.jasonmoffatt.com/about-me

And what better place to dish the dirt then Behind the 8-Ball?

Vegas Vince is proud to welcome this bad ass player back to Vinny Land for what promises to me
one of the most engaging episodes in the history of my show.

Check this dude's resume out....

Internet Entrepreneur
Copywriter
Author
Speaker
Surfer
Lover
Fighter
Greenpeace Member
Adventurer
Philanthropist
Comedian
Ex Private Investigator
Snowboarder
RV’er
Surfrider Foundation Contributor
Chicago Cubs Fan
Country Western Listener
Musician
Poet
The Founder Of The Todayism Movement
Tony Robbins Connoisseur
Self Help Enthusiast

LIVE....UNCUT.....UNCENSORED AND DELIVERED IN A BROWN PAPER BAG! DO NOT MISS
THIS EPISODE CUZ IT'S GONNA BE LEGENDARY. Peace, Vegas Vince



68: Rachel Rofe....Marketing Legend and SweetHeart
2012-12-07

Rachel Rofe and Vegas Vince ....finally!!  Knockout Marketing Diva Rachel Rofe joins Vegas
Vince in their first and only sales and makreting interview in 7 years.

This show literally was given 5 minutes advance notice so I want 2 thank my first internet "crush"
Rachel for hopping like a bunny to the phone line and making my wish come true.

U all know me...I'm a legend.

Check out the the stunning Rachel Rofe at:
www.RachelRofe.com

peace, Vegas Vince

69: Vegas Vince ; Christmas Behind The 8-Ball
2012-12-24

Based on the popularity of last years show, Vinnie returns with just a mic and a bottle of Jack and
gives another off the cuff rant on marketing and life behind the 8-ball.

For those of you who don't exactly have the easiest time during the holidays.....tune in. You might
learn something and get a laugh or two.

Another Vegas Vince Production:
http://www.MarketingKnockout.com

70: Vegas Vince Exposes Internet Marketing Reptilians!
2013-02-17

The most controversial Vegas Vince episode in nearly 4 glorious years of laying the smack down
on sales, marketing, and life.

LIVE AND UNCUT....Vince will reveal his long awaited list of marketers who are either Illuminati,
Reptilians, Shapeshifters...or a combination of all 3.

Let there be know doubt the guilty must be exposed...and the NEW WORLD ORDER OF
MARKETERS WILL NOT DETER ME!

Names will be dropped. Heads will fall. CATCH THE TRAIN WRECK LIVE...AND THE FOLLOW
COMMENTS AT WWW.MarketingKnockout.Com where we will post the list the day of the show.

STAY LEGENDARY.  vegas vince xxx
WWW.MARKETINGKNOCKOUT.COM



71: David Bullock: Building Your Empire!
2013-03-03

David Bullock, co-author of Barack 2.0, brings an engineer’s perspective to social media. His
focus is helping businesses drive sales and his method is to view social media as tools in his kit –
tools that can bring measurable results.

Barack 2.0 grew out of that blog and is the only book that takes a business perspective on
Obama’s phenomenal success with social media.

David has a degree in mechanical engineering from the University of Delaware and started his
career with engineering positions at Mobil Oil and The DuPont Company, as well as Fanuc
Robotics North America.

He next moved into sales, where he had an extremely successful run with Fanuc by applying an
engineering mindset to running his territory. His sales were more than $100 million over seven
years.

DAVID BULLOCK MIGHT JUST BE THE SMARTEST DUDE WHOSE EVER HIT VINNY LAND--
AND IF U ARE A BUSINESS OWNER or ENTREPRENEUR LOOKING TO CREATE AN
EMPIRE..THIS IS REQUIRED LISTENING.

Another:  Vegas Vince Joint 2013

72: Caliban Darklock: Dark Marketing
2013-03-17

Vegas Vince welcomes twisted Marketer Caliban Darklock.

Twenty years in the software industry, ranging from defense contracts in the international
intelligence community to a multi-million dollar independent software company and five years
contracting at Microsoft, Caliban Darklock turned to internet marketing in 2009 and promptly lost
everything.

After a dozen small product launches earning everywhere from $10,000 in a week to nothing at
all, a year hosting a live internet broadcast, and far too much rum, he is currently focused on
developing a general system of cross-discipline self-improvement from his parents' basement.

Another raw, uncut Sales and Marketing Behing the 8-Ball Classic.

A Vegas Vince joint....produced, composed, written, and arranged by Vegas Vince.

73: Vegas Vince: $50K in 4 Days!
2013-03-31



Vegas Vince unplugged with the latest spin on sales, marketing, and life. Another Bad Ass
episope from Behind The 8-Ball.

FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER VINCE WILL REVEAL A DEVASTATING TECHNIQUE THAT CAN
 PUT 50k IN YOUR POCKET USING SCHOOLS, TAKE HOME FLIERS, UGLY SIGNS, AND
HOUSES...... PEOPLE DAMN NEAR GIVE YOU FOR FREE. Believe it or not...it's true. Learn
this bad-ass technique along with how to double or triple any business within 30 days! You aint
heard this before.

This goes beyond bad-assery....and Vinnie has kept this one quiet for a long time.....with the
exception of my 4 private coaching clients......but I've decided to offer the explosive technique to
my loyal listeners  free.

ENTREPRENEURS AND CEOS .....THIS IS REQUIRED LISTENING!

A Vegas Vince Joint   in association with Legend Productions. Produced, Arranged, Written and
Composed by Vegas Vince.

COACHING CLIENTS WHO WANT TO WORK WITH VINCE ONE ON ONE IN SUNNY
FLORIDA CAN CONTACT HIM AT :

V***************@gmail.com. Airfare, hotel, and all meals are INCLUDED IN THE PRICE.

74: How To Sell Luxury Items Easier Than Crack Cocaine
2013-04-07

Vegas Vince brings part 2 to his explosive "Wise Guy" series of episodes that unleash money
generation technques you wont find anywhere else.

1. HOW ONE DUDE BECAME THE BIGGEST SELLER OF MERCEDES IN THE
STATE....WITHOUT EVEN SHOWING UP TO THE LOT.....YOU CAN APPLY THIS EXPLOSIVE
TECHNIQUE TO SELL ANYTHING FROM PRODUCTS TO SERVICES......AND Vince recently
liscened this policy to a Cadillac Dealer for 10K!

YOU GET IT FOR FREE!

2. HOW TO PARTNER WITH CHURCHES AND MAKE THEM AND YOU A LOT MORE MONEY
THEN SOME FUNKY BAKE SALES.  This is another bad-ass model.

3. THE WORLD IS MINE MODEL! For those of you who not only want to get rich fast.....but
destroy your competition just for fun....this ruthless but totally legal model will often double or
triple your biz in 30 days or less.

(Go from 10 sales a month to 20 sales a week to 50 sales a day! This is bad-assery x100!)

As always we have been delivering the most powerful money making info on BTR for nearly 4
glorious years. 27 Number one shows and counting!



IF YOU WANT TO COME TO "VINNY LAND" AND WORK WITH VINCE ONE ON
ONE.....CONTACT HIM AT V***************@Gmail.com

Your airfare, hotel, and all food and drinks are COVERED BY VINCE.......UNHEAD OF IN THE
CONSULTING WORLD.

LEGENDS ONLY NEED APPLY!

XXX Vegas Vince

Another Vegas Vince Joint. Produced, Arranged, Composed, and Written by Vegas Vince.

75: Vegas Vince: What's It All About?
2013-04-21

In the third part of of the exposive Wise Guys series Vegas Vince opens up like like never before
and asks the question: what really makes U happy? Money or something else?

Would destroying the life of an enemy make u feel better? Or would it be short lived?

Do u really want to be a millionaire? Or would you rather travel the world doing what makes you
happy?

Another epic Sales and Marketing Behing The 8-Ball epic from Vegas Vince the host of the most
popular BTR Marketing Show in HISTORY!

copyright 2013.  Produced arranged composed, written and arranged by Vegas Vince All Rights
Reserved.

76: Vegas Vince: Killing Me Softly...
2013-05-05

Vegas Vince returns for part 4 in his controversial "Wiseguy" marketing series.  Killing Me Softly
is this weeks blistering episode that hits hard and often and always keeps it REAL.

Put the kiddies 2 bed and get your popcorn ready for another epic from Sales and Marketing
Behind The 8-Ball.

Another Vegas Vince Joint. Produced, Composed, Written and Arranged: By Vegas Vince.

77: JP Maroney: 100K Monthly Speaking!
2013-05-19

Vegas Vince continues his blistering "wiseguy" series as he interviews one of the true "players" in
the world of coaching,  speaking, and publishing. If you have always dreamed of creating a six



figure monthly income via SPEAKING AND/OR COACHING-- this is absolutely required listening.

4 COOL FREE STUFF GO 2

http://jpmaroney.com/go/vegasvince

YES VIRGINIA , YOU CAN MAKE 100K A MONTH IN THE  SPEAKING BIZ AND JP HAS DONE
IT!

JP Maroney, is an American entrepreneur and CEO of Marocom Group, a collection of
companies and joint ventures involved in publishing, media, training, consulting and internet
commerce.

Today, as co-founder and Chairman of Marocom Group, JP Maroney controls ventures in
publishing, media, training, consulting and internet commerce.

A thorough researcher, writer and best-selling author, JP Maroney is the author or co-author of
more than 30 books and audio/video learning systems. His in-demand articles and columns
appear in dozens of print and online publications throughout the US and Internationally.

Additionally, JP Maroney has collaborated, organized and published business and self-
improvement books with more than 70 other speakers, trainers and consultants. A frequent
keynote and seminar speaker, JP Maroney is in demand internationally at seminars and
conferences.

Another bad ass Vegas Vince Joint. Produced, Arranged, Written and Composed by Vegas
Vince. DO NOT MISS THIS ONE!

78: Seth Larrabee: Face Book Is My Bitch!
2013-06-02

Vegas Vince welcomes social media bad ass Seth Larrabee Behind The 8-Ball in the continuing
"wiseguy" series that has dominated the BTR Marketing World world like a bad habit---with over
9000 archives in the past 6 weeks!

Seth brings a fresh, out-of-the-box (insane) spin on how to use social copywriting and Face Book
to create  joint venture opportunities the generate a one way ticket to the "big dollars".

You marketers who think Face Book is only for posting naughty pictures of your X wife with the
Romanian pool boy-- are in for an eye popping trip down the darkside of Social Media Bad-
Assery.

Another Vegas Vince Joint. (TM) Produced, Arranged, Composed, and Written by Vegas Vince.
Copyright 2013.

79: Marketing Marijuana & Buying Diamonds



2013-08-18

Vegas Vince returns for another blistering money making marketing epic. This episode will
include an outside of the box way to "sell marijuana" and going to the bank not jail! Vince will also
discuss rumors of a possible future appearance by the Legendary Governor Jesse Ventura
among other badassery....INCLUDING why all shows featuring Marshall Wayne have been
personally yanked by yours truly.

Another Behind The 8-Ball classic

Produced, Arranged, Composed, and Written by Vegas Vince

80: Husband & Wife Crush It With Barter Arbitrage
2013-09-17

Three years after purchasing my legendary Barter Arbitrage course, a husband and wife team
discuss how they are crushing it years later.

Barter Arbitrage 2.0 will be released in October of 2013 at a fraction of the $297 it has ALWAYS
sold for.

Go 2 http://barterarbitrage.com for a ton of FREE gold and actual case studies.

THIS REMAINS THE TOP SELLING PRODUCT OF IT'S KIND in regards to exploiting the trillion
dollar trade industry.

Stay Legendary!
Vegas Vince

81: Barter Arbitrage Overview
2013-10-21

Barter Arbitrage 2.0 is back and bigger and badder than ever!

Vegas Vince presents a complete overview, answers students questions, and gives you the the
strategies and mindset you need to succeed exploiting the trillion dollar barter and trade industry.

Required listening for all Barter Arbitrage Money Team members.

Another Vegas Vince Joint. Produced, Arranged, Composed, and written by Vegas Vince

Stay Legendary!

82: "Barter Arbitrage" 100% Pure!
2013-11-04



The second episode for Barter Arbitrage Money Team members looking for even more
information regarding the top rated, top selling, most definitive course of all time in regards to
exploiting the trillion dollar barter trade industry.

Vegas Vince has specail surprises in store for all Money Team members and this is another
blistering episode from Vegas Vince as he lays the smack down on the trade industry and give
you more tips, tricks and strategies that wlll allow you to pimp the loopholes available in the
secret world of barter and trade.

Peace, Vegas Vince
www.BarterArbitrage.com

Another Vegas Vince Joint. A Legend Production. Produced, Arranged, Composed, and Written
by Vegas Vince

83: Confessions of a Chronic Marketer w/Brad Gosse
2013-11-25

Vegas Vince welcomes best selling author and marketing zoro Brad Gosse to another trip behind
the Sales and Marketing 8-Ball. Another legendary marketing show that doesn't suck.

Another Vegas Vince Production in association with Legends Productions. A Vegas Vince Joint.
Produced, Arranged, Composed, and Written by Vegas Vince.

84: Heather Vale Goss: Creating Rock Star Content!
2013-12-15

Vegas Vince welcomes Miss Heather Vale Goss for another blistering trip behind the 8-Ball. Live.
Uncut. 100% Bad-Assery!

Heather Vale Goss is a writer, interviewer and journalist also known as The Unwrapper™. For the
past 20 years she has worked in all media: TV, radio, print and online. She has written for some
of the top online publications, including Livestrong.com, eHow.com, Education.com and
Thalo.com, and worked for many of today's most respected internet marketers and online
entrepreneurs.

She has also written for publications such as the Toronto Star and worked as a news anchor at
Canada's #1 News-Talk radio station, CFRB 1010 am. She has hosted TV shows, numerous
online radio talk shows, and co-hosted a talk show on KLAV 1230 AM in Las Vegas.

She is known as one of the best content creators in the online marketing industry, and teaches
others how to create powerful, profitable content through interviews.Heather Vale Goss is a
writer, interviewer and journalist also known as The Unwrapper™.



Another Vegas Vince Joint in association with Stay Legendary Productions. Produced, Arranged,
Composed, and Written by Vegas Vince.

85: Vegas Vince: Gambling, Moonshine, Ginseng, & Blackmail
2014-01-26

Vegas Vince goes solo and unplugged and back to the basics... as he discusses a variety of
underground niches that can make you rich as well as how to beat the Las Vegas casinos. For
you hardcore fans of the old shows, this one is for you! No interviews....just bad-ass, under-the-
radar content you can take to the bank. Vince also discusses a recent blackmail attempt made
against him and how he has dealt with it. Starting with this show, we go back "old school" and
deliver the content that made Sales and Marketing Behind the 8-Ball the most cutting edge
marketing show on BTR. This one kicks ass.....minus ass kissing .ADULTS ONLY! XXX

Produced, Arranged, Composed, and Written by Vegas Vince. Another Vegas Vince Joint in
association with Stay Legendary Productions. Copyright 2014.'

86: How To Beat The Las Vegas Casinos Pt. 1
2014-03-05

When it comes to professional gambling there are NO systems or magic formulas. Las Vegas is
designed with one purpose in mind: to seperate you from your money while providing the illusion
that you're "having a good time" as u get "sucked in to the bright lights, free drinks, hookers, and
all the rest of the ether designed to make you a LOSER. Stop being a sucker.

Can the casinos actually be beaten? Yes. Will most of you ever have the disipline required to
make it happen? Truthfully? NO. You'd rather "play"...then WIN. For those few who actually want
to win, tune in to a short but blistering episode exposing what it takes to consistently walk away a
winner like I have. For the rest of you who are interested in the free buffets and other sucker
traps.....don't waste your time. This show aint for LOOOOOSERS!

Another Vegas Vince Joint. In association with "Stay Legendary" tm Productions. Produced,
Arranged, Composed, and Written by Vegas Vince. Copyright 2014 All Rights Reserved

87: Free Publicity To Get Rich and Famous w/ Luke Avedon
2014-07-07

How to use the power of a master publicist to dominate your business, crush competition, and
obtain celebrity status---all for a hell of lot less than paid advertising, gimmicks, and other wings,
strings, and camera tricks. Listen up: Today's 24/7 Media WILL make You Rich and Famous if u
know how the game is played. A blistering inside view of how Publicity really works.... with
publicist Luke Avedon and Vegas Vince.



Luke Avedon is a Publicity Bas Ass...and Vinnie's personal publicist. A true master  in uncovering
overlooked opportunities in ordinary businesses. He got bit by the business bug at age 23.
Although originally from New York – his first business was construction and real estate in
Roswell, New Mexico. Building low income rental properties.

After accidentally destroying the internet, cable Tv, and phone service for a quarter of the city he
had to liquidate that business. Liquidating every possible asset got him involved in liquidating
other businesses that were in trouble. The problem Luke had was no one would take him
seriously on sales calls – that’s when he discovered the power of local publicity.

He could get journalists to write about him and show it to prospects – even when he was brand
new – doors would open. He was involved in selling everything from thousands of forklifts for
Office Depot, to pregnancy test strips, to women’s lingerie. Now Luke helps other businesses tap
the power of local publicity – without a doubt the most cost effective, powerful, and overlooked
marketing opportunity out there.
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